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The Versatile Companion: Shieldon's OEM Army Knife SS-0831

In the bustling world of gift sourcing and corporate giveaways, the search for a product

that balances functionality, quality, and affordability is paramount. The Shieldon

OEM Army knife 11-in-1, item number SS-0831, represents the epitome of such a balance.

Crafted with care and precision, this army knife is designed to meet the demands of

a diverse customer base, offering a range of tools within a compact and durable design.

This purchasing description will detail the specifications of this exceptional product,

highlighting its suitability for bulk orders and corporate gifting solutions.

Item Number SS-0831: A Symbol of Utility and Craftsmanship

The Shieldon OEM Army knife 11-in-1 is engineered to be a multi-functional powerhouse.

Encased within its sleek stainless steel body lies a toolkit ready to tackle a variety

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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of challenges. The SS-0831 model is not just an ordinary army knife; it's a companion

for the adventurous, the practical, and the prepared.

Structure and Material Excellence

At the heart of the SS-0831 lies the main body material, 2CR13 stainless steel, known

for its strength and corrosion resistance – a testament to its longevity and endurance.

The handle, also constructed from stainless steel, provides stability and a

comfortable grip during use. This robust construction ensures that each tool within

the SS-0831 maintains its functionality over time.

The closed length of the knife measures 3.66 inches (93mm), with an opened length of

6.1 inches (155mm), making it a compact but effective tool. The total thickness of

0.75 inches (19mm) and a width of 0.91 inches (23mm) offer an ergonomic design that

is both easy to carry and use.

Aesthetic Appeal

The SS-0831 isn't just built for functionality; it also boasts an aesthetic appeal

that makes it an attractive gift or personal item. The main body finish is a refined

satin, complementing the tinted handle that comes in a striking blue hue. This

coloration isn't just for style; it also aids in visibility, making the knife easy

to locate among other gear.

Utility at Your Fingertips

A blade length of 2.48 inches (63mm) provides ample cutting surface without being

unwieldy. And at a weight of 3.6 ounces (102g), it is a lightweight addition to any

toolkit, pocket, or purse.

Diverse Functionality

The true value of the SS-0831 lies in its 11-in-1 functionality:

1. Knife Blade: Sharp and versatile for everyday cutting tasks.
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2. Wood Saw: Durable for sawing through challenging materials.

3. Scissors: Precise for snipping and trimming.

4. Bottle Opener: Convenient for opening beverages.

5. Can Opener: Efficient for kitchen use or camping trips.

6. Phillips Screwdriver: Handy for quick fixes and assembly.

7. Needle: Essential for piercing and detailed work.

8. Corkscrew: Ideal for the sommeliers and wine lovers.

9. Nail File: For grooming and small abrasive jobs.

10. Nail Cleaner: For maintaining personal hygiene.

11. Ice Breaker: A unique addition for breaking through ice.
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Each function is meticulously incorporated into the design, ensuring that the SS-0831

is a multi-purpose tool that users can rely on in a multitude of situations.

ODM Regular MOQ

For OEM (original equipment manufacturer) orders, the regular minimum order quantity

(MOQ) is set at 3000 units. This quantity reflects Shieldon’s capacity to produce

large-scale orders while maintaining strict quality control and ensuring timely

delivery.

Customization for Corporate Identity

https://www.shieldon.net/oem-service/
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Shieldon offers an ODM (original design manufacturer) service that allows for

customization to align with corporate identity or promotional themes. This can range

from logo engraving to custom packaging, providing a personalized touch to your bulk

orders.

Gift Sourcing Made Simple

The SS-0831 army knife is an ideal choice for corporate gifts, promotional items, or

resale products. Its combination of utility and aesthetic appeal makes it a versatile

option suitable for a wide audience. As gifts, they serve as a practical and memorable

token that recipients can use in their daily lives.

Reliable Production

Shieldon is committed to maintaining the highest quality standards in production. Each

SS-0831 knife undergoes rigorous testing and inspection to ensure that it meets the

expected performance criteria. The production process is refined to optimize

efficiency without compromising the craftsmanship that Shieldon is known for.

Efficient Lead Times

Understanding the importance of timely delivery, especially in the world of corporate

gifting and retail, Shieldon works closely with clients to establish realistic lead

times that accommodate both manufacturing and shipping processes. Shieldon’s

experience in international trade ensures that orders are processed, produced, and

delivered within agreed-upon timelines.

Conclusion

The Shieldon OEM Army knife 11-in-1 SS-0831 is a masterpiece of practicality and

efficiency, designed for those who value quality and functionality. With its

comprehensive set of tools, durable construction, and customizable options, it's an

excellent choice for bulk purchasing in the corporate gift and promotional item sectors.

Trust in Shieldon’s Manufacturing & Trading Combo business to deliver these premium

army knives to your business or clientele, and rest assured that you're providing a

gift that is both practical and appreciated.
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The Versatile World of Army Knives: A Guide to Everyday Utility

An army knife, known for its multifunctionality and compact design, is a vital tool

for a myriad of scenarios, ranging from outdoor adventures to daily practicalities.

Here we introduce the basic knowledge of the army knife and explore its various

applications in different contexts.
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Outdoor Adventures

Camping: In the great outdoors, an army knife is an indispensable part of the camper's

gear. With its built-in tools like a blade, wood saw, and can opener, it simplifies

tasks such as preparing firewood, opening canned goods, and cutting rope for tents

or tarps.

Hiking and Backpacking: For trail enthusiasts, every ounce of weight matters. An army

knife is lightweight and can perform multiple functions, eliminating the need for

individual tools. Its scissors, for example, are perfect for cutting bandages or tape,

while a corkscrew can come in handy for a celebratory drink after reaching the summit.

Fishing: The precision of the smaller tools in an army knife can be extremely useful

during a fishing trip. From cutting lines to removing hooks, the knife blade's

precision can make these tasks effortless.
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Survival Situations: In unexpected survival scenarios, an army knife can be a lifesaver.

Its blade can be used for signaling, its needle for repairing gear, and the ice breaker

can even help in creating an improvised shelter in the snow.

Everyday Utility

Home Maintenance: An army knife is a compact alternative to a bulky toolbox. With

screwdrivers and a nail file, it can tighten screws and smooth out small imperfections

on various surfaces.

Technology Fixes: With the miniaturization of tech gadgets, the small Phillips

screwdriver found in many army knives is perfect for emergency repairs on computers,

cameras, or smartphones.

First Aid: In a pinch, an army knife can supplement a first aid kit. Scissors can cut

dressings, and tweezers can remove splinters or debris from wounds.

Kitchen Aid: Though it's not a replacement for kitchen knives, in a makeshift setting,

the army knife's blade can chop vegetables, and the bottle opener can assist in

preparing a meal.

https://www.shieldon.net/product_categories/army-knife/
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Travel Companion

Flight Regulations: While you can’t carry an army knife in your hand luggage due to

flight regulations, it is an excellent tool to have in your checked baggage. Whether

you need to do a quick fix on a broken suitcase handle or cut through packaging, an

army knife comes to the rescue.

Road Trips: In the confined space of a vehicle, an army knife's compactness is a major

advantage. It can be used for cutting through packaging of road trip snacks or

tightening screws on a loose license plate.
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Professional Use

Military Personnel: The army knife originated as a tool for soldiers to perform tasks

ranging from disassembling firearms to opening canned food. Its robustness and

versatility make it an essential part of military kit.

Emergency Services: For first responders, the army knife’s array of tools can assist

in a multitude of emergency tasks, such as cutting through seat belts in a vehicle

extraction.

Craftsmen and Artists: For those who work with their hands, the precision tools of

an army knife can assist in intricate tasks like carving, shaping, and repairing.

Choosing the Right Army Knife
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Consider the Tools: Evaluate the specific tools you need. If you’re frequently

outdoors, a wood saw might be crucial. For urban use, a screwdriver and scissors might

be more important.

Quality and Durability: Opt for high-quality stainless steel that can withstand the

rigors of use and resist corrosion.

Size and Weight: Consider the portability of the knife. A larger one might offer more

features, but a smaller one is easier to carry daily.

Locking Mechanism: For tasks that require stability, a locking blade can provide safety

and precision.

In summation, the army knife is not just a tool but a testament to human ingenuity.

Its ability to adapt to various scenarios makes it a cherished item for many. From

the wilderness to the heart of the city, an army knife has the potential to be the

hero of the day, proving that sometimes, the smallest tools can have the biggest impact.

https://www.shieldon.net/customization/blade-material/
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